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WWaaiikkaattoo  PPhhoottooggrraapphhiicc  
SSoocciieettyy  

HAMILTON’S CAMERA CLUB 
www.waikatophotosoc.org.nz 

facebook.com/Waikatophotography 
 

6/04/2022 

APERTURE 

CCOOMMMMIITTTTEEEE  
President: Kay Goosen-Cooper FPSNZ HonPSNZ 

Secretary: Margaret Lidell 
Treasurer: Andre Mutavdzic 
Competition Secretary: Val Fabling LPSNZ 
Newsletter: Jacqui Stokes 
Facebook: Jacqui Stokes, Hans Hockey 
Membership: Jacqui Stokes 
Field Trips: Hans Hockey 
Committee Margi Parton, Lorne Guilding, 
 

Co-opted roles 

Website: Kristof Hongsermeier, Julie Salisbury,  
 Lynda Mowat LPSNZ 
5 Ways Exchange Linda Mowat LPSNZ, Julie 
 Salisbury 

MMEEEETTIINNGGSS  
2nd & 4th Tuesdays Each Month (February 
– November), 7.30pm  
Methodist Church Hall, 6 Bader Street, 
Melville 

SSKKIILLLLSS  TTRRAAIINNIINNGG  
3rd Tuesdays Each Month (February – 
November), 7.30pm, Location to be 
announced each month 

CCOOMMPPEETTIITTIIOONNSS  
Entries due on the 2nd Tuesdays Each 
Month (February – November). 
Subjects for each month can be found in 
the newsletter or on the website 
Prints to be bought to the meeting.  
Projected entries can be bought on a 
memory stick or email to (subject: your 
name) 
competition@waikatophotosoc.org.nz 

 

NZ is currently at RED Light.  This means members are encouraged to wear masks 
and the church still requires meetings with vaccine passes until further notice.  
Masks can be removed to eat and drink. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The AGM will be held on Tuesday 12 April before judging.  
Papers will be emailed to you before the weekend 

Stone Building – Jacqui Stokes  

mailto:competition@waikatophotosoc.org.nz?subject=Your%20Name
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PPRREEVVIIOOUUSS  HHIIGGHHLLIIGGHHTTSS  
Skills night held at Hamilton Lake. 

This Tuesday night had some action on the lake and a great sunset.  Although the members might 
not have got the panning practise they had hoped. After dark they did some light painting with fairy 
lights.  Thanks to Rose Kerin for the photographs 

 
 

UUPPCCOOMMIINNGG  HHIIGGHHLLIIGGHHTTSS  
The Sculpture Park, Waitakaruru Arboretum     24 April – 10am onwards 
The Sculpture Park, Waitakaruru Arboretum, 207 Scotsman Valley Rd, Tauwhare.  Meet outside in 
the carpark.  Capture some autumn colours.  We will have members available to give you some 
tips for photographing gardens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fishermans Cottage – Brian Wills 

    

Heritage Tuscany – Bruce Hancock 

It needs a paint – Murray Borland Skyscraper Reflection – Kristof Hongsermeier 
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PPRROOGGRRAAMMMMEE 
12 April Meeting starts at 7.30pm AGM 

Set Subject: Animals – great or small           Bring in entries for Abandoned 
19 April Skills Night:  Looking at Topaz Studio and Topaz Denoise, Creating paintings 
24 April Field Trip: The Sculpture Park at Waitakaruru Arboretum 10am $15 per person 

book on line https://www.sculpturepark.co.nz/  
26 April Photographing flowers workshop Bring your camera, tripod and flash 
3 May Committee Meeting 
10 May Meeting starts at 7.30pm 

Set Subject: Abandoned       Bring in Entries for Panning 
17 May Photography Skills Night:  At the Hall Photographing Liquids workshop 
24 May Guest Speaker – Annette Johnson & Photojournalism Results 
27 or 28May Ross Brothers Car museum, Cambridge 

  

SSUUBBJJEECCTTSS  22002222  
Abandoned – due  12 April 
Large and small abandoned things are found all over the world including Antarctica.  They range 
from ghost towns, castles, and cathedrals to farm and garden implements and nearly everything in 
between.  Some examples in New Zealand are abandoned mines and equipment near Waihi, an 
abandoned sawmill near Te Kuiti that also includes the workers’ houses as well as many old sheds.  
Despite being abandoned many of them still retain some of their former glory and sometimes seem 
to have gained additional dignity as well as oddity.  We would like you to submit photographs that 
reflect both the glory or the atmosphere and the neglect.  
Such subjects also offer the opportunity to practice changing the usual palette by altering colours 
to promote an old-fashioned feel.  If you take photographs inside buildings, it may be worthwhile to 
use a tripod.  Some links are suggested below and although most of these are about buildings, the 
subject matter is not confined to buildings.  
The following links may provide some inspiration. https://photzy.com/photographing-the-old-and-
abandoned series of photographs by the German photographer, Christian Richter  
https://www.dezeen.com/2016/09/11/christian-richter-photographs-abandoned-empty-buildings-
europe/  and https://allthatsinteresting.com/abandoned-photographs 
 

Photojournalism – due  19 April  
The award will be known as the DREWERY CUP and will be competed for annually, to encourage 
members to develop an interest in photojournalism and to increase their skill in this aspect. 
2. The cup will be awarded for the best (1) image, or for a set of not less than three (3) or 
more than six (6) images in the same media.  Sets must illustrate a specific theme. 
3. Prints may be of any size, and may be attached collectively to a single mount of any shape, 
but not exceeding 40cm x 50cm (16” x 20”).  The mount may be arranged so as to fold. Digital 
images must conform to the WPS specifications 
4. Each set must be clearly captioned, indicating its theme.  In print entries this should be on 
the face of the mount.  For projected image entries, two copies of the captions must be provided, 
preferably typed and double spaced. 

https://www.sculpturepark.co.nz/
https://photzy.com/photographing-the-old-and-abandoned
https://photzy.com/photographing-the-old-and-abandoned
https://www.dezeen.com/2016/09/11/christian-richter-photographs-abandoned-empty-buildings-europe/
https://www.dezeen.com/2016/09/11/christian-richter-photographs-abandoned-empty-buildings-europe/
https://allthatsinteresting.com/abandoned-photographs
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5. Entries will be judged by a person experienced in photojournalism. Such person need not 
be a PSNZ Panel Judge. 
6. Entries will be judged to a high standard and no award will be made in any year if, in the 
opinion of the judge, a sufficient standard has not been reached. 
7. If two images in a set are so similar as to be considered by the judge as repetition 
inconsistent with the theme, the second image shall be disregarded when assessing the set. 
8. Not more than three (3) sets or three (3) individual images over all media may be submitted 
by any one member. 
9. Images entered in this competition are also eligible for entry in the monthly competitions. 

 
Panning – due  10 May 
There are a variety of ways to imply motion in a photograph, often through the use of blur.  Blur is 
easy to achieve simply by setting the shutter speed, but in this case the blur should be done 
through the use of "panning”.  The “panning” technique utilises a slow shutter speed whilst moving 
the camera in the subject's direction of movement.  A great panning shot balances movement with 
sharpness and clarity whilst including a streaky, blurry background.  It’s a balance: shutter speed 
too fast and the subject won’t have moved far enough to give you any streaky background, but too 
slow and it’ll be impossible to track the subject without blurring the entire image. Please note that 
the entire subject does not need to be sharply in focus.  
HINTS:  
• Ideally, you want to capture something that’s moving past you side-on, as subjects moving 
towards or away from your camera will change size and perspective, making it hard to keep them 
sharp.  
• If your subject is moving past a smooth, uniform background – like a clear blue sky – your 
pan won’t create any visual streaks or blur. For maximum effect, you want a background that has 
some texture, features, and contrasts in it, as well as a fairly contrasting colour to your subject so it 
stands out. 
• When shooting a subject like a bird or animal, their limbs or wings move up and down as 
the subject moves forward, blur is unavoidable – so instead, focus on keeping the animal’s head 
and face sharp in the photo. 
 

Flowers – due  14 June 
A floral photograph can make for a striking, artistic, and moving image, from colour popping close 
ups to a single sad broken rose.  
For a single flower shot, your background is just as important as your foreground.  Use of depth of 
field, blur and bokeh can create the image more so than the actual subject. 
You may photograph the flower in any shape or form providing it is a whole or part of a flower.  You 
do not to need to have a total flower in the frame.  Parts of a flower can be interesting and different.   
A group of flowers or an arrangement of flowers are all acceptable.  If your photo is of a multitude 
of flowers, nevertheless, try to have a point of interest. 
It must be the flowering part of the plant, at any stage of its cycle.  
 

SSUUBBJJEECCTTSS  22002222 

Date Due Date Results Topic Judge 

12 April 10 May Abandoned  Janet Greenwood 
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19 April 24 May Photojournalism  

10 May 14 June Panning   Bruce Girdwood FPSNZ 

14 June 12 July Flowers   Janet Munnings LPSNZ, LRPS 

12 July 9 August Liquid  Judy Alley LPSNZ 

9 August 13 Sept Song / Book Title    

16 August 27 Sept Memorial Landscape John Boyd FPSNZ, HonPSNZ, APSNZ 

13 Sept 11 Oct Frame within a frame  Colin Tyler LPSNZ 

11 Oct 8 Nov Waikato My Home Robyn Short APSNZ 

8 Nov 13 Dec End of year Bob McCree FPSNZ 
 
 
 

MONTH:    MARCH       2022   
SET SUBJECT:   Windows and Doors 
JUDGE:  DR Murry Cave   FPSNZ FNPSNZ 

NOVICE 

Mono Set Subject   

Honours Murray Borland Needs a paint 

Colour Set Subject   

Commended Murray Borland Window in the wall 

A GRADE 

Mono Set Subject   

Commended Lynda Mowat LPSNZ Men only 

Colour Set Subject   
Honours Julie Salisbury Old Door in Tuscany    

+ House in Bo-Kaap 

 Hartmut Joschonek Door to a small backyard 
Highly Commended Hans Hockey Looks sunny 

Rose Kerin Lord of the fries 
Commended Warwick Kellaway The Open Door 

Lynda Mowat LPSNZ A room with a view 

Hartmut Joschonek Entrance to the Park 

Accepted Val Fabling LPSNZ Sky Tower viewing 

 Jacqui Stokes Window 

 Val Fabling LPSNZ RIP – Rust in peace 
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PROJECTED IMAGES 

NOVICE 

Mono Set Subject   
Highly Commended Kristof Hongsermeier University Lockdown Design – No Doors 

Needed 
Colour Open Subject   

Commended Manfred Vogel Early Morning 

Accepted Manfred Vogel Sunset over Waikato 

Colour Set Subject   
Honours Murray Borland The Engine Driver 

Kristof Hongsermeier Skyscraper Reflection 
Highly Commended Kannaiyan Rabi Windows ~ Splash of colours 

+   Windows-2 

Commended Murray Borland The Antique Shoppe 
Accepted Ram Manoharan We are Open    +   Garden Door 

Rob Singleton Leaving Bordeaux    
+   Lascaux, Montignac Reflection 

INTERMEDIATE 

Colour Set Subject   
Honours Bruce Hancock Heritage Tuscany 

Brian Wills Fisherman's cottage 

Highly Commended Shirley Warner A window into the past 

 Bruce Hancock Greve in Chianti 
Accepted Shirley Warner Welcome to the Citizens Advice Bureau 

Brian Wills In St Mark's Square 
 

 

Windows to the Top – Kaylene Helliwell 

 
Windows reflecting windows – Val Fabling LPSNZ 
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A GRADE 

Mono Set Subject   

Honours Kaylene Helliwell Windows to the top 

Commended Lynda Mowat LPSNZ Dirty,broken view 

Accepted Kaylene Helliwell Fast Windows 

Colour Open Subject   

Commended Andre Mutavdzic African Silhouette 

Colour Set Subject   
Honours Val Fabling LPSNZ Windows reflecting windows 

Jacqui Stokes Stone building 

Highly Commended Julie Salisbury 89 Onwale 
Commended Lynda Mowat LPSNZ Towers of windows 

Judy Alley LPSNZ Grand Entry 

Chris Hague Doorway to Memories 

Julie Salisbury Number 9 
Accepted Andre Mutavdzic Window with a view 

Chris Hague The Pink Door 

Hans Hockey Super 

Hartmut Joschonek Blue Window 

Rose Kerin 516 Sale 

Jacqui Stokes Anyone at Home 

Hartmut Joschonek Window of a flower lover 

Rose Kerin Las Vegas Fun 

Val Fabling LPSNZ Nature takes over ~ abstract 

Hans Hockey Two doors, two windows 
 

PPAANNNNIINNGG  TTIIPPSS    
1. Set your camera to Shutter Priority mode 
2. Choose a slower shutter speed 
3. Move along with the subject 
4. Use a tripod for slower shutter speeds 
5. Give yourself space to move – don’t get too close to the 

subject 
6. Choose the right background – that makes your subject 

stand out 
7. Make sure the subject is in Focus 
8. Use Continuous Auto Focus and take lots of photos The Engine Driver – Murray Borland 
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EEXXPPOORRTT  FFRROOMM  LLIIGGHHTTRROOOOMM  
For those of you using Lightroom I copied this to 
help you understand what setting to use for the 
correct sizing for your entries.  Remember the 
maximum sizes for your entries are 1620px 
wide and 1080px high.   
So put in Width & Height then when you export 
the photo will not exceed these sizes.  If you have 
a landscape image the dimensions could end up 
being 1620 x 1000 pixels, and a portrait image 
could end up being 820 x 1080 pixels.  Both sizes 
are within the guidelines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SSUUPPPPEERR 

Now the committee will be responsible for the ensuring that everyone gets a drink and a biscuit 
each night. We have discussed maybe changing the timing of supper and/or making it more self-
serve.  We are looking for volunteers to help organise supper and for your views on the timing of 
supper.  If you wish to help, please let the committee know. 
Thank You to Brendan for helping.  If there is anyone else that would like to help it is good to have 
a few people available 
 

 

EEVVEENNTTSS  TTOO  CCHHEECCKK  OOUUTT  
Please note due to changing situations some events may be 
cancelled so do check online before attending. 

 
If you have an event, you want people to know about, please email 
me the details to include. 
 

CCOONNGGRRAATTUULLAATTIIOONNSS 

  

      
 

 
If you know of someone in the 
club that has done something 
wonderful let us know so we can 
all celebrate 


